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        It was only a matter of four weeks before the conquest of the southern  
  area of the Balkan peninsula was complete. Here and there, forces loyal to 
  Alexander, held out in shrinking pockets, which only succeeded in tying down 
  small segments of Sedova's army. From the Adriatic trough to the reclaimed 
  polders of the ancient Aegean Sea, Georgi's general was in control. He had 
    consolidated  his gains along  the  old  coastline  of eastern  Greece  and  had 
  then stretched east and south in a great arc, to encompass the softer targets 
  of the reclaimed areas. For the most part, the rocky Aegean islands, which 
  had   once   been   Greece's   jewels,   and   which   lowered   water   levels   had 
  converted   into   craggy   peaks   amidst   the   polders,   were   the   only   places   of 
  refuge for the inhabitants. They were being taken, one after the other - almost 
  leisurely - and those who had dared to defy the might of Sedova's army were 
  butchered - even if they chose to surrender. There was no mercy.
        The craggy spine of Crete held out and Sedova seemed in no hurry to 
  commit his men to the difficult task of scouring the mist shrouded mountains. 
  He   turned   his   attention   firstly   to   the   north   and   was   soon   supplying   the 
  southern arm of a pincer movement against the last strongholds of Alexander 
  in   the   plain   enclosed   by   the   great   loop   of   the   Balkan   Mountains   and   the 
  Carpathian Alps. It was the last redoubt of his stewardship. Alexander's last 
  line of retreat was to the east, into Feodor's stewardship. 
        The   northern  arm  of  the   pincer,  was a   surge   of  refugees  with   their 
  armed   escorts,   which   had   moved   southward   from   the   totally   occupied 
  stewardship of the acquiescent Anatole. The same general movement to the 
  south was also occurring in the northern portion of Feodor's stewardship, but 
  here, the resistance was greater and the progress slower - but there was still 
  progress   and   Feodor   was  realist   enough   to   know  that   it   would   only   be   a 
  matter of time before he was forced to fall back from his Administrative centre 
  at Kharkov, towards the old continental shore of the Black Sea - and beyond, 
  into the Caucasus and Anatolia.
          Georgi  Malenski  was fast becoming the ruler of the lands which his 
  ancestors   had   inhabited.   He   moved   methodically,   consolidating   his 
  acquisitions, co-ordinating the provisioning of his forces. He still  refused to 
  call them his armies - with the possible exception of those controlled directly 
  by Sedova. 
        In general terms, the movement was always southward. In a great line, 
  his people encroached down into the Land of Rosh and further to the east, 
  into the wide plains to the north and east of the Caspian and Aral Depression, 
  until   they   came   against   the   bulwark   of   the   Hindu   Kush   and   its   western 
  extension   south   of   the   Caspian.   His   farmers   had   slowly   established 
  themselves and those who had held the lands for centuries, were intimidated 
  by the armed escorts he had sent with his Siberians. 
        The western extension of the mountains formed the boundary of the 
  ancient land of Persia. It was also the boundary between the modern Central 
    Administration and that of Alexei Kharkov. Georgi was acutely aware that to 
  go beyond, would take him out of the Heartland Administrative  Area - and 



  outside of the brief he had been given by Alexei, so many months earlier. So 
  far,   he   had   remained   within   the   area   controlled   by   Alexei.   The   three 
  stewardships, those of the Barenkovs and Feodor Chernienko, he had always 
  considered   part   of   the   Heartland   -   no   matter   what   political   manoeuvrings 
  there had been.
        To go beyond the Administration boundary would signal a change in 
  the   concept   of   absorbing   the   displaced   citizens   of   the   northern   lands.   He 
  would then be exceeding the legitimacy he had claimed, of acting only within 
  the   authority   given   by   Alexei.   To   venture   into   the   territory   of   the   Central 
  Administration,   would   create   an   irreversible   progression   of   events   and 
  confirm that he was on the pathway of conquest. 
          Malenski stood in the doorway of his Shuttle and looked at the great 
  mountains which stood in his path. Beyond them, towards the south-west was 
  Persia and to the south-east, the country, which some said, was the ancient 
  land of Nod, to which Cain had been banished after he had killed his brother, 
  Abel.  It  had  had  many other  names, but  in  the  time just before  the  Great 
  Destruction, it had been called Afghanistan. It was surely ironic, that the man 
  they openly called  Gog, was standing  on the border of one of the earliest 
  geographical, biblical references to betrayal and murder. Perhaps, there was 
  a lesson for him to learn.
        He no longer cared whether they called him Gog, or some other name. 
  He made no protest when they treated him with reverent awe, or lowered their 
  eyes when he passed. He was a man who walked alone and those who had 
  once been called his advisors, were now no more than a group of men who 
  jumped to obey his commands. He made the decisions, he controlled a vast 
  area   and   he   had   his   finger   on   the   pulse   of   the   homogeneous   mass   of 
  humanity, who collectively, could now be called his Horde.
        It was already late in the day, he wrinkled his nose in distaste at the 
  option of returning to Gorki in darkness. He would arrive in the early hours of 
  the   morning   to   a   cold   welcome   and   bleak   lodgings   in   the   house   he   had 
  chosen for his family - but his family were no longer there. Another option 
  would be to stay in his shuttle and use some of the emergency rations for an 
  evening meal. For once, he didn't want his own company, perhaps it was the 
  thought of Elena and Piotr. 
        The latest communiqué he had received had been terse - Elena had 
  taken   their   son   to   Jerusalem   and   had   decided   to   stay   there   under   the 
  protection  of the newly married Michael  ben Levi.  It raised the question of 
  what had happened to prompt the move. It was surely a bitter irony that his 
  wife and son were now in the heart of the Camp of the Saints, which he was 
  destined to encircle in a final battle. They were even further out of his reach. 
  He has nursed the prospect that there had always been a chance that he 
  might have recovered them when he had overrun the last, futile resistance 
  Feodor Chernienko was offering. 
        It was not an evening  to be alone with his thoughts. He decided  to 
  accept the  tentative  offer  of hospitality he had received  earlier  in  the  day, 
  from one of the farming families who had moved into the area. 
        Yuri  Kemerov was a normally phlegmatic man, his conversation  was 
  measured and well considered. He was the sort of man who definitely put his 
  brain into gear before he opened his mouth. He was well  respected in the 



  small community of refugees who had banded together to occupy the new 
  lands below the mountain barrier of the Hindu Kush. It was probably as well 
  that   he   had   such   a   calm   disposition,   for   it   was   quite   a   shock   to   the 
  constitution,   to   be   confronted   by   the   calm  features   of   the   man  they   were 
  openly calling Gog. The fabled leader had appeared on the threshold of the 
  rough shelter Yuri had found abandoned by its previous owner and which he 
  had thankfully appropriated. The former owner would find it confiscated if he 
  chose to return from where he had retreated to the south with the advent of 
  the newcomers. 
          Malenski felt a rare surge of amusement. The look of shock had been 
  quickly hidden. Yuri stood aside and bowed, indicating that the unexpected 
  visitor should enter. It was a strangely anachronistic display of the manners 
  of hospitality.
        "I welcome you to my house, brother Malenski."
        The   man  had   a   deep   voice   and   it   was  pitched   a  little   loud.  Georgi 
  suppressed a smile. There could be no doubt that the welcome had carried to 
  other areas of the small dwelling and that the man's spouse had been given 
  time to compose herself before meeting the dreaded Gog. Georgi inclined his 
  head in acceptance.
        "I remembered your offer of hospitality, brother Kemerov."
          There was a fleeting expression of surprise that his name should be 
  remembered   from   thousands   of   others.   Once   again,   it   was   quickly 
  suppressed. Malenski chose to misinterpret.
        "I was not mistaken? You did offer me hospitality?"
        "If I showed surprise, brother Malenski, it was that you should accept 
  the small degree of comfort we can offer."
          Georgi smiled appreciatively - the man was quick on his feet.
        "I   think   we   both   remember   how   little   comfort   we   shared   crossing 
  Siberia, brother Yuri!"
        It struck an immediate chord - fellow travellers in adversity!
        "We suffered, but you gave us hope - and now you have given us a 
  new country to tame!"
        "It will need taming, I think. This can be a harsh land and we can't be 
  sure that it will yield enough."
          "Then, we will move again - until we find a better place!"
          Malenski looked at him sharply.
        "To the south you mean?"
        "That would be the only way to go - we can't go back!"
        Yuri Kemerov had led his guest to the only concession to comfort the 
  hovel boasted. Malenski obeyed the gesture to be seated and leaned back 
  on   the   pile   of   blankets   he   had   been   offered.   He   stared   at   his   host   for   a 
  moment. 
          "You sound as if you've given a further move a lot of thought."
          Kemerov nodded slowly.
        "I think about these things. I look at the land and I look at the sky and I 
  feel the icy wind coming down from the north. There is no place for us to go 
  back to - nor to the east and west - only to the south.
        "I have been looking to the south, all I see are ice covered mountains."
          "Those who ran away from us when we came, knew the way to cross 



  them!" 
          Malenski threw back his head and laughed.
        "I like you, brother Yuri - you are what I would describe as a cautious 
  optimist! It would do some of my advisors good to hear you!"
          There was an interruption - a small woman appeared from a rear door. 
  She looked as if she had hastily changed into what remained of her finery 
  from former days.
          "This is my wife, brother Malenski - Elena Kemerova."
          Another Elena! To hear the name was a shock, Georgi kept a pleasant 
  face and took her hand in the old-fashioned gesture of salute. He looked into 
  her   timid   eyes.   She   was   small   and   weathered   and   he   read   sorrow   and 
  despair - almost defeat. She didn't remind him of the other Elena - it was as 
  well.
          "Sister Kemerova, I thank you,  that you  have received  me into your 
  home."
        She almost whispered a response.
          "You are most welcome, brother Malenski."
        She retreated into a corner and listened to her husband and the tired 
  looking, intense man they were calling a biblical monster, continue with their 
    conversation. Malenski continued where they had been interrupted.
        "I have to confess that my advisors have become no more than yes 
  men - they no longer advise."
          Kemerov eyed him steadily.
        "Do   you   need   their   advice?   Do   you   act   on   their   advice   when   it   is 
  given?"
        Once again, Georgi contemplated him.
          "You might be right - perhaps, I am the only one who can make the 
  decisions - their advice has no relevance."
        "They know that - and so, they no longer advise, instead, they do as 
  you say - can you blame them?"
          Georgi shook his head. Elena Kemerova took the opportunity to retreat 
  to the kitchen. She was a little surprised to find that she was shaking. Her 
  husband was courting disaster, by speaking to openly to the all powerful man 
  who had virtually invited himself into the sanctuary of their home. In the other 
  room, she heard Malenski ask the question:
        "If you were one of my advisors, what would you suggest I should do?"
        The response was slow in coming, considered and precise, it was her 
  husband's way.
        "I would advise you to get rid of your advisors!"
          There was a pause and then Malenski laughed softly.
        "What should I do with them?"
        "In the past, you must have trusted them enough to have listened to 
  them. You control vast lands and you care for millions of people. You can't 
  hope  to   look  after   them  all   yourself.  I've  heard   how you   go  from place   to 
  place, trying to watch everything. It isn't possible, you need trusted men to act 
  on your behalf. Make them your governors - and make your own decisions!"
          Georgi nodded slowly and eyed the simple man who faced him across 
  the dimly lit room. Yuri Kemerov stared back placidly.
          "Answer me this question: What  if suspect that one of my so-called 



  governors   is   starting   to   behave   in   a   way   that   opposes   my  orders.   What 
  should I do with him?"
          Again, there was a pause.
          "You first have to admit that you made a mistake in giving him authority 
  - that's your fault!  Then, you must watch him - and then, you must remove 
  him."
        His hostess chose that moment to enter with a large pan of soup which 
  she set down on the floor between the men. She bustled out and returned 
  with a loaf of coarse bread, some knives, bowls and a ladle. She set them 
  down, and then knelt between them with folded hands. Her husband showed 
  signs of discomfort for the first time. He cleared his throat.
        "We always ask the Lord to accept our thanks."
          Malenski nodded. 
        "As do I, brother Yuri - please follow your practice."
        It was the first time that he had knelt in prayer since he had eaten with 
  Elena on the last night they had been together - the night when she had told 
  him that she was to bear him another child. He listened to Yuri confidently 
  thanking God for the provision of the pitiful supply of food, which was all they 
  had   to   nourish   them.   He   listened   to   the   petition   for   blessings   and   the 
  thankfulness that they could sit together in fellowship for the meal. 
        He listened, but he felt aloof - he was no longer part of the body of 
  believers. His faith had been frozen out of him by the experiences across the 
  Siberian plains, and much more than that, by the sure knowledge that he had 
  accused  his  God  of being  the  author  of all  the  suffering  which  was being 
  endured by countless millions. It was frozen out of him by the certainty that 
  he was Gog and that his destiny was to encompass the Camp of the Saints 
  and that he was to die, together with an unnumbered Horde, in a fire storm 
  from heaven, on the Plain of Esdraelon.   
          Later, they slept in the communal room. There was no accommodation 
  for   guests.   To   say   they   slept,   was   a   polite   euphemism   for   the   night   of 
  watchfulness   they   kept   on   each   other.   They   laid   down   in   the   cold   and 
  darkness and made a pretence, but that was all. Malenski's thoughts were 
  upon Elena. It had been months since she had taken his son away. He tried 
  to  calculate  how  long  and   came to  a   rough  valuation.  She  would  be   very 
  close to bringing the new child into the world - perhaps, that was why she had 
  elected to stay in Jerusalem.
        He had no worries that she wouldn't be treated with consideration and 
  respect. He knew he could rely on his friend, Michael, to ensure that she was 
  well housed and cared for. He thought about his subconscious description of 
  Michael as being his friend. Was he still his friend? Were they not destined to 
  meet in mortal combat in the final battle? His mind wandered to a story from 
  the distant past, in the time of the first Apostles of Jesus, when there was a 
  terrible persecution of the early Christians. Some were forced to fight each 
  other in the arena to satisfy the bloodlust of the onlookers. Christian brothers 
  were forced to thrust their swords into each other. Some, it was said, even 
  bared their chests for their brother's sword. He wondered if it would be the 
  same  between   himself   and   Michael.   Who,   he   wondered,   would   bare   their 
  chest?
        He rose as soon as it was light, from the thin pad of skins which was 



  all they could offer for a bed. His host and hostess did the same. They stood 
  facing each other, their nostrils steaming in the bitter cold. They didn't offer 
  him   breakfast,   he   guessed   that   they   had   nothing   left   and   that   they   had 
  stretched   their   meagre   rations   to   supply   him   with   the   evening   meal.   He 
  thanked them for their hospitality. He took the hands of Elena in his - they 
  were as cold as ice - it reminded him of those of his wife, when they had 
  crossed the Siberian plain. They wasted no words in parting, he knew they 
  would never meet again. Yuri and Elena would have a story to tell in future 
  days, of the night when Gog came to their dwelling and shared their meal.
        Yuri walked with him to the Shuttle. On an impulse, Malenski turned to 
  him and smiled.
          "Before I sack all my advisors, do you have a last word of counsel!?"
        Yuri eyed him steadily and took his time to respond.
        "It still applies - that old statement - it is not good for man to be alone! 
  My advice to you, Georgi Malenski, is to seek out your wife and son!" 
          Malenski's   smile   faded,   he  clasped  Kemerov's   hand   in   farewell   and 
  then, without another word, entered the Shuttle. Kemerov watched it dwindle 
  away in the sky and disappear. He stood for a while and then shrugged and 
  turned. They all had to look to their own survival - Georgi Malenski to his and 
  Yuri  Kemerov to his - there was no profit  to be gained by chewing on the 
  words which had passed between them.
          Michael   and   Leah   had   installed   Elena   Malenski   and   her   son   in 
  comfort. To be precise, Leah had offered her old home in Jerusalem. Georgi 
  had been right with his calculations, his wife was very close to giving birth. 
  Leah spent a great deal of time with her. It wasn't so much that there was a 
  close bond between them. Elena maintained a reserve which was based on 
  self disgust. It was nothing she cared to speak about, but the knowledge that 
  she was the consort of the man who was almost certainly Gog, made her feel 
  unclean. The fact that she carried his child within her, was a further reason 
  for horror.
        She kept her thoughts to herself and even Leah wasn't allowed entry 
  to   them.  There   were   many  other   things   she   kept   to   herself.   There   was  a 
  sense of foreboding. She felt that there was something not right with the child 
  she carried. It had not been like this when she had been expecting Piotr. She 
  had swollen  up to an enormous size and there  were times when the child 
  didn't   move   for   days.   The   midwives   who   attended   her,   were   full   of 
    reassurances but they couldn't drive  away the almost morbid certainty that 
  she was not destined to bring the child to life.
        She heard nothing from her husband. She knew that Michael had been 
  meticulously   correct   and   had   ensured   that   Georgi   had   been   told   of   her 
  change of location. There had been not a single word in response, other than 
  a cryptic acceptance of the message from an operator in Anatole Barenkov's 
  base. She had no idea if Georgi  had been close by, or whether it was the 
  only remaining point of contact. As the days passed, she knew that Georgi 
  must have received the message, but he had chosen not to respond.
        Leah made daily reports to Michael.
          "She says nothing, Michael. She keeps everything to herself. She is 
  closed up tight and refuses to let me in. It can't be good for her or the child. 
  I'm   very   worried   about   her.   When   I   talk   to   the   midwives,   they're   full   of 



    reassurances, but I don't think its good with the child. She is so large - the 
  birth will be very difficult."
          Michael   leaned   back   from   the   communiqués   he   was   studying.   He 
  rubbed his eyes and grinned at her.
        "For once, I have to admit you have more of the answers than me - I 
  don't know a thing about how large ladies are supposed to be when they're 
  carrying their young!"
        "She's not carrying  her young - as you put it!  She's growing a child 
  within her - and she's soon going to bring it into the world! Why is it that men 
  always seem to abdicate their responsibilities as soon as you've planted the 
  seed!?" 
          Michael put up his hands in a gesture of defence.
        "Now, where did that some from?"
        "It came from a sense of outrage, if you must know! How would you 
  like it if I was carrying a child and I wasn't sure whether I would live to put it 
  into your arms?"
          Michael's grin faded.  
        "Is that what she thinks?"
        "That's what I'm trying to tell you - I don't know what she thinks - she 
  won't open up to me. Now and then, I get a glimpse of real fear. I feel so sorry 
  for   her,   she's   all   alone   -   and   her   husband   doesn't   seem   to   care   what's 
  happening to her."
        "Do you want me to try to talk to him? Perhaps, I could tell him that she 
  needs him - "
          "You know as well  as I, the only response  you  will  get from Georgi 
  Malenski will be to tell you to send her home!"
          There was a profound silence, which Michael broke.
        "Do you want me to talk to her - for what good it would do? Damn it! 
  Leah! I don't know the first thing about these things. I'd probably say all the 
  wrong things and end up by making matters worse than they are now!"
        She   grinned   at   him,   it   was   the   first   time   she   had   seen   him   really 
  flustered.
        "I   think   you   might   be   right,   my  darling!   Perhaps,   you'd   better   save 
    counselling pregnant women until you put in some practice with me!"


